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1. 	 Consider the second-order linear homogeneous ODE 

y' +3y' =O. 

The solutions of ODE can be written in the form as y(x) = ebr. where A. are the 

rools of characteristic equation pfODE. Please find (a) the characteristic equation 

(5%), (b) theroolS (A.!, A.2) of characteristic equation (5%), (c) the general solution 

as the form as y(x) = cle~" +c2e~1~ (5%) of ODE, and (d) the unique solution that 

satisfies the initial condition yeO) = 3, y'(O) = 6 (10%). 

2. If f(t) is a function defined for all 	t ~ 0, its Laplace transform is a function of s, 

say F(s), and is shown as 


F(s) = L[f(t)J = fo'" e-" f(l) dl . 


Please use Laplace transform formula as shown above to calculate (a) L[1000] 

(10"10) and (b) L[2e" +7e3'] (15%). 
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Prob.3 (20%) 
Please find 
(l)the tangent plane to the surface z ;" x2 + I- at the point (2, -2, 8). 
(2)the line normal to the surface z = x2 +I at the point (2, -2, 8). 

Prob.4 (10%) 
Consider the system ofequations as below: 

alixl +a"x, +al3x3= YI 
a'lx, +anx, +a'lxl = y, with coefficient matrix 
al1x1+ anx, + al3xl =Yl 

Assume matrix A is an orthogonal matrix. Please show that the 
solution is 

XI = allY, + az,Y, +aJ'Y3 ' 


X, = auY, +anY, +anYl 


Xl = allY, +a2lY2 +allY3 


Prob. 5 (20%) 
Please show that the eigenvectors associated with distinct 
eigenvalues are orthogonal for a real symmetric matrix A. 
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1. Modeling of a Mechanical System: (25%) 


For the system shown below, find the transfer function, G(s)=XJ(s) / F(s). 


2. Use Mason's rule to find the transfer function, Y(s)/R(s), ofthe 
signal-flow graph shown below (25%) 

-H, 
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3. Consider the system shown in Fig. 3. 

(A) Sketch the root locus of the system for k > O. (10%) 

(B) Determine the range of kfor which all of the poles are on the negative real axis. 

(i.e., no imaginary part) (10"10) 

(C) Sketch the root locus of the system for k < O. (5%) 

. 
s+2+ k ~ s2(s+20)'-.-' 

.-

Fig. 3 

4. Cousider a system described by the following differential equation: (10%) 

dly d 2y dy du 
-+--6-=-+O.5u 
dl3 dl 2 dl dl 

where u is the input variable and y is the output variable. If u = -key -1), 

determine the range ofk for which the system is stable. 

Y s+25. Consider the system described by the transfer function, U 
s(5-4) 

Suppose U = -k s + 1Y . 
5+4 

(A) Determine the range ofk for which the closed-loop system is stable. (7%) 

(B) The closed-loop system oscillates if it is marginally stable. What is the 

frequency ofoscillation? (8%) 

http:6-=-+O.5u
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1. 	 III ij;ataJi -M:.~~#;J4.(f.;ffI.1f~** ' *..:L;f.lli1i.iJ (a)-.:L;f.lblb~(&)1Ih ~.&.Jt 

'ltblbh(a,)-Jt'ltblb~(E,)IIh~; .ill!.at!lJlJt'lt4h(cr,)' Jt'ltblblf(&r) $!..:L;f.lblb 

. (10%) 

(10'%) 

4. 	 'lI-~J ~A ij; ;t III {~J ~Jt.#.r.RlI5(eutectic reaction).&. #~ifRbIb(eUlectoid reaction) 

Z.::.7t~~.fa lil 0 .ill!.atBJl # .r. U $!.#;fItR)jf,z.£.Jt. • (10%) 

5. 	 "$!I. aJi j!vt»".:Lz ~h\\ #;J4~:i!*-* if. 1.S -ii. ' .;t$i!i.r..&. .r.W.!I.~ -k.§..FIN.t{t-J1,1! 

fbh ,.jUU.&.#;J4m.til.~Hi1f{t-J1f1I:.o (10%) 

(10%) 

http:R)jf,z.�.Jt
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6. 	 ~~~fjijil{t~:tmI(Electrochemical Machining. ECM)W~1ti5't1l!{t~nDI(Pulsed 
Electrochemical Machining. PECMll¥J&~M~fjij PECM f§*ffl ECM l¥JlIlllli (15%) 

7, 	 ~;t~T!M~1:RV!tJrp, UWIl!l!%<tlmjJt\!i!z~fJi1. ' tiJ~)E:~mTl¥J.J[*tl\ ' ~JitfWf~ 
r3'U~WJ!Mf!i!rpZ~~OJM$-19U*(ijljI!tJ~aJl: 
(l) Wet etching 

(2) Isotropic etching 

(3) Anisotropic etching 

(4) Physical.chemical etching 	 (20%) 
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I. 	 A plastic bar ABC of total length L = 1.2 m and Young's modulus E = 4.0 GPa is 

made of two parts AB and BC of equal length (see figure of Prob. I). Part AB has 

diameter d l = 100 mm and part BC has diameter d2 =60 mm. A longitudinal hole 

is drilled through part AB for one-half of its length. The bar is compressed by 

force P = 110 kN acting at the ends. If the shortening of the bar is limited to" = 

8.0 mm, what is the maximum allowable hole diameter d? 
(25%) 

P 

2. 	 A hollow circular tube of metal is subjected to twisting by torque T applied at the 

ends (see figure of Prob. 2). The bar is 0.5 m long, and the inside and outside 

diameters are 30 mm and 40 mm, respectively. It is detennined by measurement 

that the angle of rotation f{J is 3.570 when the torque Tis 600 N·m. Calculate the 

shear modulus G for the metal. 

(25%) 

30mm 

Prob.2 
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3. The bar has a diameter of 40 mm. If it is subjected to the two force components at 

its end as shown. determine the state of stress at point A. The distance from the 
centroid of a semi-circle to its boundary diameter is 4r13K. [20%] 

l 

N 

4. The state of stress at a point is shown on the element. Determine (a) the principal 

stresses and (b) the maximum in-plane shear stress and average normal stress at the 

point. [15%] 

. . 

5. Determine the maximum slope and maximum deflection of the simply supported 

beam "Yhich is subjected to the couple moment Mo. El is constant. [15%] 

120 

H 

http:tJ/St.tI
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1. 	 The fluid velocity along the x-axis shown in Figure 1 is changing from 12 mlsec at Point A to 
36 mlsec at Point B. It is also known that the velocity is a linear function of distance along the 
streamline. Determine the accelerations at Points A, B, and C. 25% 

" 

VB 	 '"' 36 mlsVA'"' 12m/s 
)10 

• 
)10 

• • x
A C B 

r-0'O~ -Wma·~/pw 77/1("'. 

1--1.-----0.1 m------i Figure I 

2. 	 An inward flow radial turbine shown in Figure 2 involves a nozzle angle (XI = 0" and an inlet 

rotor tip speed VI= 6m1sec. The ratio of rotor inlet to outlet diameters is 2.0. The absolute 

velocity leaving the rotor at section (2) is 'radial with a magnitude of 12m1sec. Determine the 

energy transfer per unit mass of fluid flowing through this turbine if the fluid is (a) air (b) water. 

25% 
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~ (25%)A rectangular tank is filled with liquid of depth Iz and is opened 
to the atmosphere, 
a). Draw the gage pressure distribution on the side wall of the tank and 

the bottom ofthe tank. 
b) Draw the absolute pressure distribution on the side wall ofthe tank. 
c) Ifthe tank is now closed at the top and pressurized with compressed 

air, how will the gage pressure distribution change? 
d) If the metal tank i~ sealed and has no window, how can you keep 

track of the liquid level inside th~ tank? Please propose a method. 

4- (25%)Water is pumped between two tanks as shown in the figure with 
energy line (EL) indicated. a) Is the fluid being pumped from A to B or 
B to A? Why? b) Which pipe has the larger diameter? A-P or B-P? 
Why? c) Ifwe raise tank A to a sufficient height H (with pipe A-P tilted 
and extended) and replace the pump with a small hydraulic turbine, 
what will the new energy line look like? 

Energy line 


